General properties of equilibrium crystal shapes pinned on a vertical wall and subject to gravity are sought. For two-dimensional crystals, or three-dimensional ones with axial symmetry held in suitable geometries, we are able to express the results in terms of the well-known gravity-free WulA (p) =cos(p)o -sin(p)(da/dp) ytt (p) sin(p)cr+cos(p)(da/dp) Otherwise, they are still uniquely determined by a and we will assume (xtt, ytt ) to be "given" in the same sense that o is given. Note that the units of x~and y~a re those of o while the physical coordinates (x,y) of the crystal surface are (xtt, ytt ) scaled to fit V by a dimensionful parameter.
The century-old subject of equilibrium crystal shapes' has received considerable recent interest, both experimentally and theoretically.
On the experimental side, technologies far superior to those of Wulff allow the observation of crystals in equilibrium with their surrounding medium.
Theoretically, their relationship to surface roughening and other subtle phase transitions in two dimensions 5 entices researchers from many fields.
To start from a microscopic Hamiltonian and end at an equilibrium crystal shape is, at present, a two-step process:
(a) Derive o (n), the free energy per unit area associated with a+at interface with normal n between the crystal and the medium and (b) put a into the Wulff construction to come up with the equilibrium crystal shape.
While we do not have a rigorous justification for this two-step procedure, it is widely believed to be correct for macroscopic crystals whose smallest radius of curvature is much larger than the lattice constant.
Two (p) =cos(p)o -sin(p)(da/dp) ytt (p) sin(p)cr+cos(p)(da/dp) Otherwise, they are still uniquely determined by a and we will assume (xtt, ytt ) to be "given" in x(y) ="dp(dxn/dp)b. +2gK(y;y, )l J yf
To obtain these, we have imposed part of the boundary conditions, i.e. , x(pf) =0 and y(p~) =0. The other condition leads to an equation for the contact angle: 0=x(p~) = I&'dp[ ]. This is not a simple equation for finding pz as a function of )i, and g. If we wish to find pz in terms of V and g, there is the added labor of folding in whatever the functional form for A. (V,g Once p~i s found, all quantities on the right-hand sides of (2) are explicitly known. One immediate consequence of (3) is that there is maximum value of gV allowed, i.e. , xtt (0) -a&. For fixed g, this corresponds to a critical V" beyond which, there is no local minimum for F (even when it is constrained to have a fixed volume). We may label this situation gravitationally induced wetting (GIW).
Physically, the (connected) crystal shape consists of an indefinitely long interface hugging the wall, the price of which is more than compensated for by the gain in gravitational energy associated with the bulk of the crystal.
The hung crystal displays another interesting feature. Before gV reaches its critical value, its shape develops a concave portion [ Fig. 1(c) 
